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Download guests can't ask for updates! Maps.me – Offline Map – a handy app for those who travel in areas without internet or from another country and have no access to the network. It allows you to work with downloaded cards and accurately navigate the terrain. The map shows all towns, hotels, cafes, restaurants and other locations.
He also had the ability to draw a route to quickly get to the desired point. The program works not only with native maps, but also with third-party format KML and KMZ. Package Name: com.mapswithme.maps.pro Version: 10.2.2-Google (31022) File Size: 64.5 MB Update: September 17, 2020 Minimum Android version: Android 5.0
(Lollipop, API 21) MD5: bb192a261d3e7535353521616204f72 SHA1: d4bdfacb7c345e178495bed72d2538470050150150d50 Hotels booking on the map has become even better! Now you can select date, number of guests, and use filters and rating, price categories and accommodation types. The app now has a 7-day trial for its
subscription tour guide catalog. Try the new and outside foncation tour for free. Get instant access to detailed maps of all countries from anywhere in the world! No Internet connection is required. New! WALKING THE DIRECTIONS OUT. Find the fastest way to get to your destination.➣ more than 25M downloads worldwide.➣ TOP 1
mobile app travel in more than 100,➣ countries featured in Forbes, TechCrunch and Washington Post.Optimised for your phone and tablet (even without 3G).➣ STEPPING DIRECTIONS. View appointment paths and walk maps. Find the shortest and most correct way to your destination. Discover the world on foot!➣ ROUTING. Receives
the mapping directives to a specific location. Never get lost again with GPS navigation. ➣ IS WORKING EVERYWHERE. Download any map for free. Helpful at home and essentials for travelers and 345 countries and islands covered. Paris, France? Check. Amsterdeam, Netherlands? Check. Barcelona, Spain? Check. New York, USA?
Check! Rome, Italy? Check. London, UK? Check. Fellow? yes, it's Indonesia. Check!➣ VERY DETAILED. Offline Maps just got better! There are millions of point-of-interest (POI) discovery: search for restaurants, tourist attractions and destinations, gas/petroleum stations, ATM vehicles, metro/subway stations and more. Up-to-date data
cards added daily by user maps worldwide – www.openstreetmap.org – alternative open-source to Google Maps/GMaps and MapQuest. ➣ NO INTERNET IS NEEDED. Maps work when no Internet connection is available. Forget about roaming charges when travelling around. ➣ INCREDIBLY FAST. One of the fastest offline cards ever.
Show cards when others don't. Innovation map data compression makes MAPS. MAY's offline four considerably small. Save memory on your device. Features➣ bookmarks in location. Create and import/export from other cards for easy access anytime. KML/KMZ files are supported. ➣ offline search. to find you need to be on the maps
and use it as a tour guide!➣ location-sharing. Let your friends and family know where you are! Send a comb to anywhere on the map via email or SMS. ➣ Auto-Tracking mode. When enabled, the map is automatically oriented itself towards you moving. If you have any questions, contact us at: [Email protected]. We respond to each
investigation. Follow us! Facebook: : @MAPS_MEInstagram: Follow US MAP. MAY â€ Cards &amp;amp; GPS Navigation 10.1.6 - Google Apk + OBB Data Mode is a Travel &amp; Local Android appDownload latest MAPS version. ME â€Card &amp; GPS Navigation Prok + OBB data for Android with direct links, fast, detailed and entirely
offline maps and turn-by-turn navigation â€ You trust by more than 65 million travelers worldwide. OFFLINE MAPS Save mobile data, no internet needed. FREE FOREVER All Indoor Cards and all features are free. Always been and always will be. NAVIGATION Use drive, walk and cycle navigation anywhere in the world. INCREDIBLY
DETAILED Direction of points of interest (POI), rand path and location missing in other maps. UP-TO-DATE cards are updated by millions of OpenStreetMap contributors every day. OSM is an open alternative to Google Maps, Mapquest and Waze.FAST with reliable Offline search, GPS Navigation along with optimized maps to effectively
save memory space. BOOKMARKS Save where you like and share them with your friends. Available worldwide essentials for homes and travel. Paris, France? Check. Amsterdeam, Netherlands? Check. Barcelona, Spain? Check. New York, Chicago, Florida, Las Vegas, Nevada, Seattle, San Francisco, California, USA? Check! Rome,
Italy? Check. London, UK? Check.TRAFFIC NEW DATA Online city traffic map. Check out latest traffic jams and fastest driving routes based on it in 36 countries! AND MORE! â€Search in different categories e.g. restaurants, coffee, Tourist attractions, hotels, ATM and public transport (metro, €¦ bus) â€ Do hotel booking via Booking.com
directly in the â€Sha app where you via text message or social media â€When cycling or walking, the app shows whether the route is mounted or downhillContinued used in GPS running in the background can dramatically reduce battery life. If you have any questions, visit our Help Center: support.maps.me. If you cannot find an answer
to your question, contact us at: android@maps.me. Follow us on FB: amp;gt;facebook.com/mapswithme | Twitter: @MAPS_MEMAPS. MAY â€ Cards &amp;amp; GPS Navigation Apk + OBB DataMAPS.ME â€Card &amp; GPS Navigation Apk + OBB DataInstall Instructions: APK install it on Android device.com.mapswithme.maps.pro
copy of the Android / Obbenter Game Folder and enjoy the Resembling Dlandroid ðŸ™'Mode: Remove; Boss banner layout is removed; Disable/Remove Unwanted Permission + Preserves and Services; Analytics / crash disabled; All add banner layout in tablet mode removed; Remove Taxi Order on Start navigation; Send Disabled
Statistics; Ads Offer Disabled; Optimized graphics / Zipalign.Whats New:New design in the guide catalogs. Planning future trips is easier now. Google Play KAT. ME Lite is an app to view the map of any place in the world from your Android device, with no need for an Internet connection. Keep in mind, though, that get access to maps and
MAPS. I Lite with no connection, you first need to download them. All you have to do is get a Wi-Fi network (they are very large files) and choose which map in which country you want to save your device. From this point on, you can still access the cards without an Internet connection. With this version of KAT. I Lite, you can download
maps of any country in full details and geology yourself on and your device's GPS. That said, among the things you can't do with this version is looking for locations and sharing bookmarks. Four. I Lite is a very useful card application for anyone who likes to travel. Because it can be used without a connection, you won't need to use any
data, and even better, not using the Internet also means you will use less battery. Free offline maps offline find your way anywhere in the world! Maps.me free features, independent map detailed and step-by-step navigation maps throughout the world Design Routes Search among millions of search locations and hotel book Save locations
where favorite traffic jam tries it now! 90 million travelers from around the world trust us fast, detailed with tofline offline maps and turn-by-turn navigation – trusted by more than 140 million travelers worldwide. OFFLINE MAPSAve mobile data, no Internet required. NAVIGATIONUse drive, walk and cycle navigation anywhere in guide
world.TRAVEL GIDSave you time planning the trip and never miss an exciting location with our ready-made tour guide. We have partnered with the best travel content creator to build tour guide catalogs for hundreds of destinations around the world. Whether you prefer city trips, car trips or outdoor activities you'll find a great choice of
guides for a perfect trip. INCREDIBLY DETAILED AT point of interest (POI), randed path and location missing in the other four. UP-TO-DATEMaps are updated by millions of OpenStreetMap contributors daily. OSM is an open source alternative to popular map services. FAST AND SERYAFFLINE search, GPS navigation along with
optimized maps to effectively save memory space. BOOKMARKSave where you love and share them with your friends. Available worldwide for home and travel. Paris, France? Check. Amsterdeam, Netherlands? Check. Barcelona, Spain? Check. New York, Chicago, Florida, Nevada, Seattle, San Francisco, California, USA? Check!
Rome, Italy? Check. London, UK? Check out.TRAFFIC DATANew on city traffic map. Check out updates on traffic info and fastest driving routes in 36 countries! AND MORE!- Search in different categories e.g. restaurants, coffee, tourist attractions, hotels, ATM and public transport (metro, bus...) – Make hotel booking via Booking.com
directly in the app – Share your location via text message or social media – When riding or walking, the app shows whether the road is mounted or down continues to use in GPS running in the background can dramatically reduce battery life. If you have any questions, visit our Help Center: sipo.maps.me.me.Si you can't find the answer to
your question, contact us at: android@maps.me.me.follow us on FB: | Twitter: @MAPS_ME - Booking Hotels On The Map Has Become Even More Convenient! Now you can select dates, number of guests, and use filters and rating, price categories and accommodation types.- The app now has a 7-day trial for its subscription trip guide
catalog. Try the new and outside foncation tour for free. HERE WeGo – City navigationDrive, ride, bike or walk
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